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About This Content

Expand your collection of modern German passenger trains with the introduction of the DB BR 648 to Train Simulator.

The DB BR 648 is a two-car diesel multiple unit (DMU) built by Alstom as part of their Coradia family of multiple units. The
LINT sub-class – of which the BR 648 is part of - stands for ‘Leichter Innovativer Nahverkehrstriebwagen’ (Light Innovative

Local Transport Rail Vehicle), as it is designed to operate on regional stopping services across non-electrified track.

The two halves of the unit rest on shared ‘Jacobs’ bogies to improve stability, reduce weight and production costs, and lower
noise levels of the wheels on the rails. With a total of 422hp, a top speed of 120km/h (75mph) and space for 115 passengers,
this DMU has all it needs to manage the more rural scene in Northern Germany, connecting smaller towns with the big cities

such as Lübeck or Neumünster.

The BR 648 is designed with accessibility in mind, featuring low floors to allow for faster, step free access for passengers, and
wheelchair accessible facilities. The floor itself has been designed to absorb and reduce sound that comes from the diesel

engines and the exhaust heat from the engines is used to heat the cabin of the unit. Some of the seating is also raised higher than
the low floor to distance passengers from the noise and cushion the vibration of the engine.

The BR 648 for Train Simulator is available in Deutsche Bahn Traffic Red livery and recreates the DMU as it operates today
for DB on the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway route.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the DB BR 648 on any Quick Drive enabled
route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Hamburg-
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Lübeck Railway route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Three scenarios for the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway route:

Bad Oldesloe to Hamburg Hbf

Lübeck Hbf to Bad Oldesloe

Hamburg Hbf to Bad Oldesloe

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

BR 648 in Deutsche Bahn Traffic Red livery

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the Hamburg-Lübeck Railway route

Download size: 148mb
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,German
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good game and fun xD my advice download this game !!!xD. adds to the game. At first i thought it would be a fun game but
there is nothing to do apart from finding a few parts here and there.i drove a very long road but every time you run out of
gas.The game runs smooth though.No bugs only i had some problems with the resolution setting,when i first played the game i
had 2560x1440 initial resolution but it vanished somehow and cant choose it anymore.so i was forced to play on a lower
resolution.If any one is interested here is my youtube video : https:\/\/youtu.be\/Ht14rpfxOPA. Another game wanting inApp
purchases for energy :(. Must buy if you are a fan of old school click and point adventure games. Really captures what made the
genre so special back in the day. Can't recommend enough for fans of monkey island, broken sword, discworld, full throttle,
grim fandango, etc.
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I enjoy Hidden Object games, so considering the good price...I decided to try out Evil Pumpkin.

It wasn't very good. The graphics were nice enough, but the storyline and ending felt incomplete.

 In my personal opinion, the best sort of hidden object games are the ones where you find items in your surroundings and puzzle
out how to use them (as compared to going straight from one hidden object scene to another hidden object scene with no plot or
puzzle in between.) This game does follow those guidelines; however, the game doesn't play out quite right.

You have to do things in a cetain order to trigger events (which isn't unusual) but if you haven't finished something..you aren't
able to continue on in the game until you do. An example of this is when I found a crop of flowers that I needed to get my hands
on. In my possession I had a knife, scissors, hatchet, and pruning shears (or something like that.) Yet, it told me that I was using
the wrong items. About 30 minutes later, I got to a point where I needed the flowers , I searched for an agonizing amount of
time because I hadn't picked up anything extra that seemed like it would work. Of course, it was one of those very items that I
was supposed to be using! It had kept telling me the item was wrong so I guessed that I was just missing a crucial item I didn't
see. I am not sure why I couldn't just cut the flowers and carry them around in the inventory for a bit, but that is the nature of
this game.

It doesn't tell you what is required with puzzles...you just have to guess correctly. Including the ending...it was extremely
frustrating and then it was just....over.

Sorry, I had a lot of hope for this game, but it just didn't hit the mark.. Found a dead hanging man and got chased by a bull
through a maze, 11\/10.

It would make me so happy if you checked out my gameplay review of the game:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pqHCHtDL8rg. If you like the old Gunship franchise, this may be for you. If you do not
own a joystick, get one. Or get stuck in the gunners seat giving directions to the pilot where to go. Store page really should get
the key reference card from "Replacementdocs" (see forum) since there are plenty of them and keys are not bound to normal
ones, i.e. i expected Map to be on M (Mike) not on N (november). I do not get the "Gunship feeling" from this game, its more a
feeling of "Havoc" or "A10 tank buster", even if it says that Microprose published it. Unlike what IGN said, you can get realism
in flight by changing flightmode to - realistic (Duuh).

So - should you buy it? Why not, chopper sims are not that common - and this is one of the better ones.. Loved it.
It has stuff that the usual HOG doesn't have.
Liked how you could search for money and then buy stuff with the money to pretty up a garden.
Also liked using real people for cutscenes , that adds flavour to the game !
The hidden object scenes contain stuff that belong to that scene.
Many HOG combine totaly random and unrelated stuff.
The story was good, the music was very much part of the atmosphere.
This game gets in my top 5 !. review for Train Simulator: Union Pacific SD70Ace Loco Add-On: A nice engine except lights
don't brighten but over all runs well.. This game delivers. It truly scratches that itch for a vegetable themed rocket league. At
first I tought the other reviews might have been posted by the dev's family, but the character's background is indeed very well
developed and engaging. The matchmaking seems on point, too bad I could not really test it, since there was no other vegetables
to play with :'(
10\/10 would try tossing that salad again.
Last but nost least, that Major League Carrot logo is a true beauty. Can I use it for my twitch channel ?

- Carotte Mendoza
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